WWII Google Presentation Guidelines

On May 15th, 16th, and 17th, 7th grade will present an end-of-year Google presentation about the subject covered in the WWII research paper. This is a way for you to show the class what you learned and for the class to learn about many WWII topics in-depth in a short amount of time (6 minutes!). This is one of your last assignments in 7th grade Social Studies and will be graded accordingly. It is counted as a presentation grade. A bibliography is not required since you cited your sources in your paper.

Specific slide requirements:

Each slide must contain bulleted items (not copied & pasted information from internet sources) to serve as a presentation guide.

• Each slide should have a heading or title. Titles should not be the following: “Who, What, When, Where, or Why.”

• All slides should contain the same design template with appropriate colors easily viewed by the audience. Points will be deducted for difficult-to-read slides.

• All slides should contain at least 1 and no more than 3 photos. Points will be deducted for any animation used.

• An opening slide should contain the title and the presenter’s name.

• The introductory slide should be a clear detailing of what you are presenting and a brief outline of what’s coming. This should be in bullet points; DO NOT write this in a statement or paragraph.

• The third slide should contain the major research question or questions that your project answers.

• The content slides should present the substance of your project. This can be done in any order that you deem appropriate, but it must follow a logical sequence.

• You are allowed to present a short video that creates interest in your subject on any of the content slides. This is not a requirement and should only be done if it adds to your presentation.

• The final slide should consist of two bullet points:
  • State the research question that you raised with this topic.
  • State your thesis statement that answers the question.